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If D, is the Dycklang~age wi,th one type of bracket then the level of a bracket 111 a word 
w E D, is defined as the number of preceding open@ brackets minus the number of preceding 
closing brackets. The cleptrr of a Dyckword w is the maximum level of a bracket appearing in w. 
In this paper we derive an expkit expression for the average c’epth of a prefix of length n of 
the Dycklanpuage D, and qhow that the average depth is given for all E >O by 
The variance is asmptotically for ail E > 0 
Furthermore, we derive several 
of certain prefixes of length n. 
enumeration describing the distribution of the number 
1. htroduction 
Let 8 = {b, 6) and L, C_ B* be a language over B. The language P(L) is defined 
bY 
P(L): = {u E B* I(3t.J 63 H”)(uv E L)}. 
and consists of all prefixes OI L. The depth c$( w) of w E B* is 
where f : (B”, 0) + (Z, +) is th:= nlcnoidhomomorphism 
f(x):= 
This parameter appears in various problems, e.g. in ballot problems or as the 
number of registers required for evaluating arith etic expressions with a stack. 
Assuming that all words of length n in L are equally likely, the average depth 
* A preliminary version of this paper was pregented at the 2nd Conf. on Fundamentals of 
Computation Theory, FCT ‘79, September 1979. 
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&(n) of WE L f \R” is defined by 
It is well-known that the Dycklnnguage II1 over I3 is 
D,:={wd3* / f(w)=c,\(t’uEP({w}))(f(uj~I))). 
In this case TX have 
P(D,):=(wEB*I(Y u E P(( w}>)(f( u) a 0)). 
F’or rake of convenience, throughout this paper D1, D, fU3*” and P(D,) 17 B” is 
shortly denoted b> D, D(2n) and _C,(D), the cardinality of P,(D) by p,(D). 
Given w E D(2n) we can define a sequence a,,, al, . . . , a*,, of natural numbers 
t9V 
ui :=if i 10 then 1 else 1 +f(P((w))n B’); 
Obvrously, different Dyckwords have ditierent sequences. This construction is 
clearly reversible, that is, each sequence a,,, a,, . . . , u2,, of natural numbers with 
U,)=U,” =I 1, \Ui+I-cli(= 1, 0 6 i s 2n - 1, corresponds to a Dyckword w E D(2n ). 
Hence. C-J+,(W) = ~AX~),i~*n (czi - 1). In [3], there is computed the average height 
h( H ) of planted plane trees with n rlodes, where the height h(T) of a trze T is the 
number of nodes ot? a maximal sin+!e path starting at the root. Furthermore. 
there is given a ane-to-one correspondence between the planted plane trees with 
t II + 1) nqdes and the sequences u,), a 1, . . . , a2,, of natural numbers with a,, = 
(I~,, = 1 and la, + , --a,\= 1, osi:-2 n - 1. If a tree T with ([I -t- 1) nodes corresponds 
to tl-.e sequence a,,, u,, . . . uzt,, then I?(r) = MAXo<i<2t, (4 1. Therefore we get for 
the lverage depth of w E D(211) 
(bJ2n I= /-+I + 1) - 1 
or with the result in [3] 
‘The variance is computed in [5] and is given for all P > 0 by 
On the other hand, a similar wnsideration as above shows, that there is also a 
one-to-one correspondence between the r-tuply rooted planted plane trees with 
(II -t 11 Ilodes and the words of length 2n in the language 
D,;=I{h}* D*{b))‘. 
Using the result in [S] the average depth oi’ a word w E D, <.f Iilngth FZ is given 
for all E > 0 by 
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In this paper we consider an analogous problem and derive an explicit expres- 
sion and its asymptotic equivalent for the average depth of a prefix of length 12 of 
the Dycklanguage D. Furthermore we compute the variance and give some 
enumeration results describing the distribution of the number of certain prefixes 
of length n. 
en era&m of 
Let 
P,,ki(D):=‘(WE~~(D)I(b(W)~kAf(W)=i} . . 
be the set of all prefkes of L) of Iength n with a depth 4(w) s k and f(w) = i. 0A.u 
first goal in this section is to study the cardinal@ p(n, k, i) of U,,,,i(D). 
1. Let a&Z and 
c 
!&(A/, K):= y l( 2N 2N *y* Iv-ta-(k+2)A ) (. + W-a-(k-+2)A )I 
The cardinclity p(n, k, i) of l’n.k.i)ID) is given by 
(a! p(2N, k. 21) = + WV k) - *,+,UY k), 
(b) p(2N+l,k,21+1)= 
KJ - (NY-2) 
+ %(N k) - u,+*(N k )* 
If (12 + i ) E 1 (mod 2). then p( n, k, i) = 0. 
Proof. Le’. 
@i-k(Z) I= C p(n, k, i)z” 
na:O 
be the generating function of the numbers p(n, k, i). Since only the empty word 
has the property d>(w)‘=: 0 we have ~(0, k, 0) = 1. The definition of P(D) (resp. 
4 ( W )) implies pl*,k.i (D) =: $3 for i C 0 (resp. i 2 k + 1). Finally, we get aii words :I! 
Pn.,-i(D) by attaching either b E B to the right end of all words in Pn-1,k.i _-,(~r>) ( r?
6~ B to the right end of all words in I’,, _ 1.k.i + l(D). ‘Hence in terms of thL\ 
generating function @i.k(Z) 
i+l,k(Z) for ISiSk- I, 
@&f) = z@,_.&). 
These relations are e e following syste 
M&)5&z) = z 
1% I:. Kemp 
where 
K(Z) = (QjO,&j, %kj, . . . , ~i,k(zjjY Z=(l,O,. ..,O)T 
and A&(z) = (mii( z)) is the (k + 1, rk + l),-matrix with 
1 
- z iff_i=i -1 o-+=i+l, 
l?lij(Z)= 1 iff i = i, 
0 otherwise. 
Now, expanding the determinant \_MJz)\ we get the recurrence 
\Mkjl= 1, 
IA&(z)\ = 1- z2, 
~M,(~)\-\M,_~(zjl+z~IM,_~(zj~=O for ~22, 
which has the solution 
IM,(z)\ = U-‘2-++2)[( 1+ U)r+2 - (1 - r.$+21 
with r~ = (1 - 4~~)“~. Thus by Cramer’s rule 
Now, the substitution z = u/( 1 + u2j yields by (1) and (2) 
{I/( 1 + u2’)}k-i+1 - +I’/( 1 + U2)}k-i+1 






= u’( 1 + u2)( 1 - p-21+2)/( 1 - p+y 
1 







(0,) du (1 + u2jnui(l _ u2)( 1 _ U2k-2i+2j 
z- -*-- 
2ni un+l (I- u2ki-4) 
In othtr words p( n, k, i) is the coefficient of u” in the expansion of 
(I+ U2)nUi( 1_ u2)( *_ _ ,2k--2i+2)/(1_ u2k+4), 
It is apparent that p(n. k, i) = 0 for (n + i) = 1 (mod 2). Using the binomial theorem 
and the expansion of (1 -x)-l we get our theorem by an elementary calcdation. 
The numbers p(n, k, i) are computed in [7] by a different method. There is 
given an equivalent to p(n, k, i) as a sum of trigonometric f*irr&ons, i.e. 
where (n + i) = 2 (mod 2), 1 i s s k G n and n ‘3 1. The proofs of Theorem 1 ano 
the following Theorem 2 in this paper follow the suggestion in [ll]. 
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- G 2N+l RaO ) +R(2k+l)+k+l ’ 
(c) p(2N-1,2k)=5 N 
l (‘YJ* LV-~=~k+lJ 
Gv 
2.N - 
RaO ) +(2R+l)(k+l) ’ 
(d) p(2N-1,2/c-1)=5 w 




Gk(z):= C p(n, k)zn 
n;+O 
be the generating function of the numbers p(n, k). We have by definition 
p(n, k) = c p(n,kf) 
OSih. k 
and therefore with the definition of @i,k(Z) of Theorem 1 and (31 
G&Z) = C @i,ktZ) 
OSiSk 
= c u’(l+u2)(~-~2k-2i+2)J(l-y2k+4) 
OSi4c 
== (1 + 02)( 1 - uk”‘)j((l - V)(l + IJk+2i). 
Using this explicit expression and the substitution z = II/( 1+ v’) we find 
1 









Thus, p(n, k) is the coefficient of 0” in the expansion of 
An elementary computation of these coefficients leads to the expressions for 
p(n, k) given in our theorem. 
An inspection of Theorem 2 shows, that p(2N, k) = 2p(2N - 1, k) for even k. 
Unfortunately, this relation is false for odd k. Since ali1 words w E P,(D) have a 
depth 4(w) s n, we get p,,(D) = p(n, n ). Hence, Theorem 2 leads immediately to 
Corollary 1. The number pn (D) of all words in P,(D) is given by 
The first fe u’ values of p( ~1, k) are given in the following Table 1. 
l’at AC 1. The nuir,her of prefixes of length n and depth less than or 
equal to k 
Y------ 
- 
I‘,\” 12 3 4 .\o 5 6 7 X 9 10 
\ 
0 1 1 1 1 i I I 1 1 i I 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 (I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 0 1 23 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
-I 01 45 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
5 0 1 4 8 9 I(! 10 10 10 10 10 
h 0 1 t-i 13 18 19 20 20 20 20 20 
? 0 1 X 21 27 33 34 35 35 35 35 
x 0 1 16 34 54 61 68 69 70 70 70 
(1 0 1 16 55 81 10X 116 124 125 126 136 
10 0 1 32 X9 162 197 232 241 250 25 1 252 
- ----~ _- - 
3. he average depth &&n) 
Considering all words w E P,,(D) equally likely the quotient 
WbZ, k)={ph, k)-p(n, k:-UlipJW 
is the probability that a prefix of length n has a depth equal to k. The sth moment 
about origin is defined by 
I??,, ( >I ) : = k’wh, k). 
1 -r&sn 
lJ\ing th- above expression for p(n, k) and p(n, 0) - 0 for .r Z= 1 this expressio 1 
call bc easily transformed by partial summation into 
q(n) = I;\ - R,(n)/p,,(D) (4 
wher: 
R,(n) = x {Lk + 1)’ - k’)p(n, k). 
I- k--1 1 
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With Theore, 2 an elementary computation leads to 
where 
Setting 
PAN) = plN)I(2NN), QJN) = p(NJ/~~~ and 
‘UN) = w(N) 
we obtain with Corollary 1 and (4) b:y a simple calculation 
w(2NJ = t-1)” -2P,(N)+2Q(Pi)+ T’(N), 
n1,(2N - 1’ = (-1)” - 2PJN)+2Q,(N)+2NTs(:N-- 1)/(2N- 1). 
(w 
(5b) 
Therefore, we have to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of P,(N), Q,(N) ,3nd 
T,(N) for large N. It is not hard to show, that these sums can be transformed into 
equiv:Ilent expressions given in the following 
Lemma I. .‘_,et a(n) and a,(n) be the following arithmetical functions 
We hme 
(a) P,(N) = 
(4 T,(N)= 
Henceforth, let y = 0.577215 . _ . be uler’s constant, r( z ) 
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gamma-function and i(z) be Rie.mann’s zeta-function. We prove the following 
mma 2. We have for alI E > 0: 
(a) P,(N) = p,%rLN In N -+ p&Q+ p3 + p,,JGjNln N 
_-_. 
-I- p&&V+ O((ln N)/N’+‘) 
wift2 
Pl =E5=a, P4 =A, 
P2 = 2 y-$111 2, ~i=&+-&In2+~. 
(b) P;?(N) = qJvT2 -1 q&N In IV + qst%Q+ q4 
+q,&r/Nln N+q,&/N-+O(l/N*~~“) 
with 
41 =i. q; = (7r y36) - 3, 
q-= -3 
4. q5 = -:i’z, I 
q3==$1n2--?[y--$, q6=fgln2-&y-h. 
(c) P,(N) = ~~sN”‘:‘,“(~s)i(s)-rO(~I’” -“)!2) for s 2 3. 
Proof. In [3] is proved for Exed a E Z and all fixed E > 0 
where 
k) iff k < NOVs+F +a, 
iff k > yO.S+F 
-A 1 + a. 
(6) 
fda3+5a 
+- 37 k’--& k4 -+ k5+O(N-2+e). 
Choosing Q = 0 in the approximation (6) we see with Lemma l(a), that the sum of 
all terms for i 2 NO.st“ in 9,(N) is negligible, being O(N-“‘) for all rt2 =a 0. Since 
the terms for j 2 N0.5i F in the sum 
g:‘(N) = c o,(j)j" exp(-j2/N), b fixed 
;a1 
are also negligible, we can express P,(N) in terms of g:‘(N). We obtain 
P,(N) = g::‘(N)+ (N) -!- O(N -*+Egj;)(N)). 
The asymptotk behavk of g:‘(N) can be computed if, <I Amilar way as in i.31 
Using the binomial theorem and the we’ll-known relation (cf. [2]) 
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where o, 0’) is the sum c/f the s th powers of the divisors of i, we 
immediately 
163 
get with Le.mma 1 




expC--x) = zni l’-‘(z)~-~ dz, 00, x>o, 
c-im 
(9) 
the sum g:‘(N) can be transformed into 
RI;“(N) = ‘C 
O.Eh‘ZS - I 0 





b&w = Tj--$ l3 z)N’5(22 - 6)&(22 - 15 - A) dz, c >$(b + 1). 
c-is 
Now, let +(z) be the psi-function r’(z),‘l’ z). It can be shown by zi well-known 
method that we can shift the line of iEtt:gration to the left as far as we please if we 
only take the residues into account. If A = 0, there is a double pal:: at z = $(b + 1) 
with the: residue ([33) 
APc”‘*r($(b + l)){i In N +&($(b + 1)) + y} 
and possibly simple poles at z = -k, k E No, with tht residues 
N~-k(-l)k~2(-2k -b),lk? 
which are zero for 2k + b greater zero and even. If A 2 1, there are only simp!e 
poles at z = $(b + l), z = $(t, + A. t 1) and possibly at z = 4, k E No. A computation 
of these residues leads to 
gl:‘(N)=H.)“(l-2”)N (b+1)‘2r(@? -!- 1,)(4 111 N) + $jQ(# + 1)) + y} 
+(-l)“(l-2”) c (;*(-2k -b)N-k(-l)k/k! 
+ w + lb’* 2: (:)(-ljSVA(l -2”-A)y(l -A1 
IsA=%- 
+ (-I)“-“(1 -2-A) 
x i(-2k - tz:5(-2k - b -hjN “(-‘lj”/k! 
k 
+ .(,-“‘) 
licit expression for g: ‘( 
264 R. Kemp 
values of r(z), 1[( z) and e(z) we get with (‘7) the explicit expressions for P,(N) 
given in our Lemma. 
In principle such an expansion as described in Lemma 2 could be carried out as 
far as we like. Obviously, the com!>utation of the constants p4, ps, q5 and !qh is 
super flous, if we want to approximate PS(7V) up to an O-term which tends to zero 
for large N; but the knowledge of the values p4 and ps is necessary in order to get 
our main resuit given in Theorem 4 concerning the variance a2(n). The same 
holds also in the approximations given in Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
Before we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of Q(N) and T,(N) we have to 
make some ,Jreparations. 
Lemma 3. (a) Ler q,(n) be the aritfmeticul function 
r),(Cl) I= c H”/d’. 
d I 11 
11 odd 
l’fze Diricidet series wih the coefficients qs( n) is given by 
c Q,(k)lk’ =w - 1)5(zMz --SW. 
& ?. 1 
(h, c (2j-1) z c d’ = (l- 2” -L)ll -2-9LJt)[(z -s). 
d I(2j- 1) 
roof. (a) BI, (8), it is sufficient to prove 
Therefore it is sufgcient to prove 
c d’= c d”+ 1 d”. 




For odd k this is clear, since k/d is always odd. For even k this equation reads 





and this is also clear. 
(I)) By part (a), it is sufficient to prove 
d’ =2--(2-S) c k -2 c d” + c (2k _ 1) -2 c d” 
d Ik ksl JIk k :a I cl / (2k-1) 
kit1 odd 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove 
k/d odd 
c d” == 
dlk 
d& d” + c d” 
dlk 
k/d odd kld odd k odd 
c even 
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Obviously, this equation holds for odd and even k. This completes the proof of 
our Lemma 3. 
Proof. The asymptotic behaviour of Q,(N) can be computed in a similar way as in 
Lemma 2. Choosing a = 0 in the approximation (6) it is apparent by Lemma l(b), 
that the sum of all terms for i 2 N”-s+r in Q,(N) is O(N-“j for all no ~0. Since 
the terms for j 2 NO.s+E in the sum 
h(hS)(N) = c aS(j exp(-j2/N), b fixed 
131 
are aiso negligible. we can express Q,(N) in terms of I+(N). We get 
Using Lemma 3(a) we get with Lemma 1 by an application of the binomiaB 
theorem 
Now, in a similar way as in Lemma 2, I$)( N) can be transformed into a finite sum 
of integrals. With (9) we get 
h:‘(N) = 
c 0 ()s~-ss-l 
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In or*der to ( ompute Ib,h (N) we have om, to take the residues into account. A 
compu:ation ‘of these residues leads to 
h’d”(N) = $(-‘1)“(1-2”)M b+1)i21’($(b + l)){i In N +&($(b -I- l))+ y+$ In 2) 
+(--1)“(1-2”) c t2(-2k -b)N-k(-l)k(l--22k+b)/k! 
ka0 
+i@(b+h ‘r(#+ 1)) c (3 (-1)"-'"(2A -2"){(1--A) 
l=ZASS--I 
Wb+h+1’/21-($(b + A + l))&(l -t A) 
for all m > 0. Using this expression for h’,“‘(N) and some known special values of 
T(z), c(z) and G(z) we get with (10) the expressions for O,(N) given in our 
Lenmia. 
Lemma 5. We have for all c > 0: 
-.- --_- 
(a) T,(N) = p,&rNln N+p2J7FN+P3 
-- 
+ p,Jn/Nln N + p&r/-K+ O((ln N)/N’+ “) 
where 
p1= 415 
pz=++In2, 194 =Al 
p3 = 0, ps=&+~ln2+$. 









q3= -+3ln2, q6= -$jy-$ln2-$. 
(0 TJN) = 442” - 1)Ns’2~($s)~(s) -c-0(N’s-‘“2) for s z= 3. 
roof. A similar calcuktion as in [3] leads to the follow:ng approximation for all 
E >O and fixed a EZ’ 
(N:kN_,) 
~p(-(2k - l)2/4N)V,(N, k) iff 2k - 1< N0.5+E +a, 
= (11) 
O(exp( -- N’“)) iff 2k-1>N0.‘““+a 
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8aJ-12a2+10a-3 
_-- 
Now, we regard the function 
Q?(N) = c as(2i - 1) 
i*l 
with a E No. Using the approximation (11) we see, that the sum of all terms for 
(2i - 1) >NO*s+*’ in Q:)(N) is negligible, being O@Y) for all m > 0. Since the 
terms frl (Zj - 1) 3 flS-r-e in the sum 
f?‘(N) = c a,(%j - l)(Zj - l)b exp(-(2j - l)2/4N), 
j*l 
b fixed 
are ~_lso exponentially small, we can express T&V) in terms of @(IV). We obtain 
with Lemma l(c) and (11) 
7-,(N) = Q:“(N)+ Q:“‘(N) 
- & fk”‘(N) + 0( N-2+“@(N)). 
Using the binomial theorem and Lemma 3(b) we get immediately 
c cu,(2j - 1) = c22 
jd (2j- 1)’ \ 




-2”-A)(2’-” - 1) 5( 
222-A z- . 
h) 
;w 
Now, in a similar way as in the two preceding Lemmas, flbS’(N) can be transformed 
into a finite sum of integrals. We get with (9) and (12) 
fb”‘(N) = 4b (- 1)” 32’ - 2”)&,A(N) 
with 
x {:(22 - b)[(2z - 6 -A) dz, c>$(b+l). 
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Again, we have only to take the residues into account. We obtain 
f:‘(N) =: 2”-‘(-I)“(1 -2”)N’b+“‘2r(# + 1,) 
~{~lnN+~~(~(b+1))+y+~In2)+4b(-l)s(l-2s) 
x ,c, c2(-2k - b)(2-2u--h - 1)222’(-l)kN-k/k! 
+2h-2;(b+‘)i2r($(b + 1)) 
X (-1)“_“(2” -2s)(2’-h - 1)1;(1- X) 
+ 2” 
(2x - 2s)(2x+1 - 1) 
2” +2 
x NIb+h+1)/2 r($(b+h -t l))c(l th) 
(-I)“-“(2” --2”) c @&J&i) 
ka0 
+ 0( N-I”) 
for all in > 0. Here, @k.h,A (N) is an abbrzviation for the expression 
c(-2k - h)c(-2k -b - A)22k(2-2k--b-” - l)(2-‘k-b - l)(-l)kN-k/k!. 
Using this explicit expression for fb”‘(N) and iome known special values of T(z), 
5(z) and $( ) z we get with (15) the expressicns for T,(N) given in our Lemma. 
Now we obtain with Lemm; 5 by an elementary calculation for all E > 0 
(a) _?- T,(N - 1) = T,(N)-am+O(:In N)/N’.“-“), 
2N- 1 
(13a) 
(b) _ &T~(N-l)=T~(N)-~~2+~&j%+O(llN1’), f 13b) 
k) 
2N 
-- ‘T&N-- 1) = ~&?)+O(NCS-1”2) 
2rd-1 
for s ~3. (13c) 
Returning to (Sa), (5b) we get by Lemma 2, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, (13a), (KS) and 
(13c) the following 
Thmem 3. The 5th ntoment about origm is given for ~12 c ) 0 by 
(a) m,(2N) = 2(ln 2)&P--$+i(2ln 2+ l)&JG+O:(!n N)/N’+“), 
MI &2 N - 1) = 2(ln 2)&%-- $ + $(2 In 2 - l)m I- O((ln NJ/N’.‘-“). 
(b) m,(2N) = $n2N - 6(ln 2)&8+ $rr2 + 5 - s(2 In 2 + I)-+ O( l/i’@--“), 
~1*(2N --- 1) ==$r2N--6(ln 2)~---&r2+~-$(2 In 2- l)~+O(llN’-“). 
(ci q(2N) I= ~(2” -2),Vs/2r(~/2)lJ~)+O(N(s-“/2) forsa3, 
?11,(2N- fi) = ~(2” -2)N”‘“f(s/2)~(s)+O(N’“-“‘2) for ~33. 
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Since m,(n) is the average depth 4 pc&) of a prefer of length n gf the 
Dycklanguage I) and the variance a2(rt) is given by ma(n) - m:(n), an appkation 




*&r(v-In 16)(-l)” +O((ln n)/nl-“) 
where m = [&I f 1)J. Since m = &2n + 1 - (- l)“), we can use the expansions of 
(1 + x)-1’2 and (1 + x)l” in the expression for CQ PcD,(n); we obtain immediately the 
Theorem A Assuming thclt ail ~M$x<~ of kngth n of the Dyckhguage D we 
equally likely tr”te aoeruge de@r +P(Dj (n) of a prefix of length n is given for all E > 0 
by 
x[4 In 2-(-1)“(2 In 2- l)J+O((ln n)/n’~5-‘). 
The variance is for all 8 > 0 
- 7r(-1)” 
( 
G-ln2 2 +$ In 2 
> 
4 O((ln n)/rP). 
The first fem values of c#&~) (n  and 02(n) are given in Table 2 and Table 3. 
Table 2. The average depth of a prefix 
of length n 
--_- 
n (exactly) (asymptotically) 
Table 3. The variance u2( n) 














1 .oooo 1.2272 1 0.0000 0.06’78 
1 .sooo 1.4858 2 0.2500 0.3577 
2.0000 2.0808 3 0.6667 0.6100 
2.3333 2.3488 4 0.8889 0.8998 
2.8000 2.8277 s 1.1600 1.1522 
3.0500 3.06 1 1 6 1.4475 1.4420 
3.457 1 3 67ll) 7 1.6767 1.6944 
3.67 s4 3.(1786 8 1.9920 1.9842 
4.0317 4.0423 9 2.22 12 2.2366 
4.2262 4.2308 10 2.5322 2.5264 
6.2962 6.3005 . 19 4.9470 4.9475 
6.436 1 6.4374 20 5.2361 5.2373 
8.038 1 8.0403 29 7.6567 7.6584 
8.1522 3.1530 30 7.9487 7.9483 
AxknowIecIgemknt 
The author is grateful to the referee for his detailed criticisms, which include a 
new proof cf Lemma 3 and some suggestions for improving the clarity of the 
presentation. 
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